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ABSTRACT

This comparative and diagnostic study foregrounds
the significance of listening comprehension in foreign
language teaching / learning and attempts to lay the
background necessary for further research by examining
the listening comerehension performanca of the

univers~ty

students learning English as a foreign language.

In the first chapter the

rel~tionship

between

language, communication and listening comprehension is
discussed.

The second chapter covers the implications

about~

listening: the definition of listening, the listening
process and listening and other skills.

Chapter three provides a histarical review of the
literatura of how listening has been treated in language
·1

ı;

teaching programs by different teaching methodologies.

The research method is presented in Chapter four,and
the fifth Chapter includes statistical analysis of the data.
Finally, in the last chapter discussion and
suggestions for further study are included.
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-ÖZET
~a.!!]-Jtma_yetisinin dil_ öğretjmi ve öğreni
~

önemini vurgulayan bu

öğrencilerinin

Ç{llışmayla,

bu alandaki becerilerini

Üniversite

karşılaştırarak

etken faktörler gözlenip daha iierideki çalışmalara temel

sağlayacak

öneriler getiril!f1ektedir.

~rinci böl~mde dil, iletişim süreci ve dinleme
yetisi

arasındaki

ilişki

ele

alınmıştır.

,.I'(inci bölüm dinleme yetisinin
sürecinin
rasın_daki

aşamaları
ilişkiyi

ve dinleme ile
.ele

tanımı,

diğer

dinleme

dil yetileri .

almıştır.

Bçüncü bölümde dinleme anlama yetisinin dil
retimindeki yerine

ilişkin

tarihsel bir tarama

öğ

yapılmış-

tır.

~rdüncü
sırasıyla

yer

,

beşinci

ve

altıncı

bölümler de ise

yöntem, bulgular ve analiz, yorum ve öneriler

almıştır.
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INTRODUCTION

Traditional approaches to language teaching often
insisted that speaking and grammar play a fundamental
role in learning a new language. In other words knowing
a language was believed to be

c~oselyrelated

to correct

pronunciation and mastery of the target language grammar
regardless of the major function of langu,age: communication.
(Winitz, 1981: ix)

However, it has been agreed later that over emphasis
on drills. and mechanical production exercises does p.ot
\

always guarantee success in achieving a good command of
the language being learned. un the other hand this type
of language instruction discourages the development of
communicative abilities. With this in view more innovative
approaches deseribe the main objective of language teaching
as providing the learners with fluency in communication.
That is to say, a shift from a through concentration on
the structure of the target language to the use of the
language has begun to appear in language classrooms
recently (Widdowson, 1979:57)

In order to establish perfect or nearly perfect

xv i

(oral) communication As Broughten states (1980:53) along with speaking, listening, also, need be present in
language teaching programs. The first

ıogical

achieving oral fluency or

goes on, is to

occuracy~he

step

in

consider learner's ability to listen since it would not
be possible to produce the language before getting enough
aural input .to•p.:roduce it.

Considering these, the present study would like
to concentrate on comprel1Emaion of the· spoken
w~ich

is necessary in oral

communicatio:ı;ı

lang~age

s ince it

consti tu tes· the decoding) proc.ess of the communici tion chain.

xv ii

CHAPTER I

INTERRELATION.SHIP

BETWEEN LArWUAGE

COMMUNICATION AND LlSTENING COHPHEHE"fi:3:CON

l~~

The Definition of Language

Even though it is not possible to 'l>r:r::i:\;e every
single definition for what language ia, a

aelec~ad

few

will be beneficial to look at.

One definition which is taken from a dictionary
deseribes language as follows:

11

A language is a system of

commuıücat:.inn

consists of a set of sounds and
~rlhich.are

used by. the

peoıJle

writtı::n

of a

VJhich

eym bol~

pa.J.'t:ı. cu.lı:\:c

country or region for talking or: wri tJng :tn,, ıı
(Collins Cobuild English Langaage

809).
ı

))i.c:t."tor:.ary~l987:

'2

In his "Language and Linguistics" Lyons (1981:3ff)
cites a number of definitions which were formerly put
forward by several well known linguists - providing

a

mora linguistic conception of language:

i) "Language is a purely human and noninstinctive
method of communicating ideas, emotions and
desires by means of voluntarily produced
symbols." (Sapir, 1921).
ii) "Language is a syttem of arbitrary vocal
symbols by means of which a so.cial group cooperates." (Block and Trager, 1942).
iii) "Language is the int i tu tion where. by humana
communicate and interact with each other by
means of habitually used oral, auditery
arbitrary symbols. " (Hall, 1986).
Needless to say, implications about the nature .
of language are not li mi te d by the give n fo ur defi:ni tions.
Numerous other arguments and suggestions from different·
scholarb - are likely to be encountered throughout the
theoretical literatura concerning language.

However, it might be observed that respite the
differences in their attitudes toward language, most of
these linguists, in one way or another, make some statement
about, to quote

Herbe~t Clarkıs

phrase, "the fundemental

functi.on or, language: communicat i on .ıı

..

' '

;

.

.. : :

(•'•'
' . • ·,1

.. . ' ..

As, Dubin and Olshtain (1977:51) pointed out language
is used as a ool of communication; thus, to know a

languag~

means to cammunicate in that language. This 1eads to the.
conclusion.that intheir attempts to teach a languagein our case, English as a Foreign Language - teachers
try to erable their tstudents to communicate in that
language. That is to say, the teaching of a language can
be canaidered to be equal to the teaching ou how to
communicate in that language. In accordanca with this
idea, Paulston (1976:58) stated that

"··· communicative

competence is the objective of language teaching. It is
the production of speakers competent to communlcate
..

tn

the target lang~age."

1.2.

Comprehension as a Part of Communication

Hav~ng

determined the ability to communicate as.

be ing the ul timate goal of language

tea.chi:rı.g

c:U:e1eB,

·it would be relevant at this point to considor Hhat

:i:t;

means to communicate ina particular language.

From the auther's learning

experience~

the most

comman tendeney in the act of communica-tion -·· \rlh.ich is
deseribed as exchange of ideas by Mukbil Ertunç (1976:3)was observed to be the superiority of oral performance.
Neverthless, the belief that compe·!;,ence i.n

speaküıg

the

target language would be sufrficient enough for o:ne to communi-

4
cate in that language can not, most of the time, go any
further from causing an absolute failure unless he is
equally competep.t in comprehending what he hearss

This aynthesis of vario.us real learning
·~

experie1ı

.ces appear to be consistent with the following statement:

"Speaking doea not of i tself consti·tute
cation unless what is being said is

cmrımurıi

co~prehended

·by another person." (Rivers, 1981:151).

In light of the linguistic and psychological studies , communication models were developed by a

nunıber

of researchers. Despite the slight differencea among
these communication models, all ahared alinost the same
elements in commen but with different priority order and
with different name

attac~ment.

Generally three basic elements are said to be involved in communicatian process: a speaker, a listener
a.nd a signalling system. Both the

speak~r

the communication and tries ta get his
and the listener - who receive

~:s

- \-rho

moı:.nmgu

st&t"l::'i:;s

.acroBs -

the s:lgnal. -- take part

in communication process. (Clark and Cla!,'k 1977:25).

In, his definition of the communica.t:ion nJrstem

5
Weaver ll~72.)prefers to replace the, ternıe

11

speaker" and

"hearer" by "information source" and "destina.tion" raapectively.

~ccording ~o

his model,

t~e. proc~ss r~ires

other elements like a transmitter (encoding), a channel
anda recaiver (decoding).

Barker's (1971:19) communication model
si ats of the following:

~ncoding

c on-

pracesa ~· transmi. s ai on

process, the mesaage, channels, communication clim.ate,
interference, reception

prac~ss,

decoding process; lis-

tener and feedback. He underlinee the,signifj_cance of
feedback :t;rom listenar to speaker ' when he says that nwithaut feedback the cycle is not complete."

I:t has now been apparent that

coınmuııication

ia

not only based on the production of language,; i·t als o
involve s "in terpersonal respons i venesa" which

r~'q_uires

both oral performanca and aural comprehension (P.müston~

1976:56) • Thus, ,if the ai m of communication is to be
achieved,

teach~ng

the comprehension of spoken language

is of great importance. (Rivers, 1981:151).

1.3. Background of the Liatening Skill

1,3.1. Liatening aa a Neglected Skill

Not untill the late

..:,
·,;

•'

·.·

sixti~s

and early

se~rı-:;rıtiea

6

lietoning skill

beg~n·::,

to be recognized in language te-

aching programs, but still': not as fully as the other
two akilla, reading and writing. (Brown, 1977:1) Before
that period comprehenaion of the apoken language was not
deaeribed as a diatinct ekill aeparate from pr.onunciation
and grammar; there.- fore, the text books lacked the topic nr if not involved pronunciation practice rather
than more comprehension type of exerciaea. Becauae the
segmenta, the word stresa, the intonation of sentencas
were de.acribed aa being the diatinctive feature of th.e
spoken language, atudenta'

~roblema

in aural comprehen-

sion were believed to be due to failure in ·decoding the
above metitioned elementa. There. fore, studenta were exposed to a teaching methodology which involved exercises
i

concerning the identification of segments, word stryss,
and intona'tion meaning. (Paulston &. Bruder, 1976:127)
( Brown, 1977: l.lff) •

This, type of

~nappropriate

or

inadequate lis-

tening had been presant in the direct method classrooms
as well. Being quite for from llstening for

understan~

ding, it was rather llstening for oral production. (Nord,
1981) (Joan Harley 1980: 7).

Anather consideration for why list.ening was ignored untill recently was the lack of theoretical knowledge about the nature of llstening (Paulston

&Bruder,

1976:

7

128) Snow and p.erkins

(1979:51) drew attantion to

the same fact stating that there was lack of understanding the comp1exity of the listening

ski11~

1ong been considered as being a passive

Since it had

behavior~

along

with reading it was doomed to be an undervalv.ed sk:l-11
until now.

The neglect may also have sternmed from the anology made between the native language and the second language. Acquision of the first language requiros no skill
building; and this feature was attributed to the seecmd
language learning process as well. Thus, it

\1as en·l;tma-

ted that the teaching of llstening - as one of the four
skills - was not necessaryina second language. (Coakly
Wo1vin, 1986:14).

One other reason for the ignorance is the belief
that ability

comprehend the spoken

~o

la~guage

is the

automatic aut come of one'a good comment in the grammar,
reading and writing of a new language (Douglas Mc Keating,
(

1981:57).

1.3.2. Recognition of Listening as an Essential and
Frequently Used Skill

As Schwartz stated (1981), by the development of
communication via mass media, people tend to 1lsten as
twice as the time they apend to use other language skills.
. ! ~· ..
1

,"

·'..'

'·· .·

'

'..
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(Ci~~d

in Coakly and Wolvin, 1986:11).
Apart from the media people.alao listen to each

other in

ıorder

to communicate. The earliest study \,/·, ·

held in 1926 by Ranki.n showed that 42 .ı percent of the
communication time was devoted to listening

w~ere

as 31.

9'per cent to speaking, 15 per cent to reading and ll
per cent to writing. The implication that listening is
the most frequently employed skill of all the Gomnıunica'
tive abilities waa confirmed by the investigatione of
other acholara: Weindrauch and swanda in 1975, werner,
in 1975. ( Coakly and Wolvin, 1986:12). In 1978 Ri-vers
and Temperly noted
centrast with

theıi.

perc.entage as 45 %

30.%'~peaking.

l.istı;ming

16% reading and 9%

in

wri~

ting •· The se numbera are from a pre - .teleYision, pra talking picture and pre - dietapbone era. (River.a

Tam-

periy, 1978:62). Similar to the above data Horley atated
the average time apent in communicating to be 50 % liatening 25 ?6 s peaking, 15 % reading and 10 % vvrit ing.
(Horley, 1980~: 7).

In addi tion to the daily language use, s·tudiea
inveatigating the percentage of time people from different profesaiona apent ·in communication were.also canducted by different acho~urs. After studying with house
wives in l957 Breither came to a

conclusi<:ın

tha.'t they

apent 48 % of their communication time for 1iatening,

9

35 % for speaking, 10

% for reading and 7 % for writing

(Barker, 1971:3).
Twenty five

r~search

studies concerning succesa

in bussiness life were reported by Di Salvo in 1984. He
found that "Listening was rated aa a super

cr~tical

akill

needed by peop1e in the work force." (Coakly and Wduin,
1986:12).

The

role .. of 1istening was confi.rmed by

arıother

study conducted by Eird (1954) with dieticians. He concluded that

listarıing

is the most important verbal com-

munication ski11 in their job (Cited in Barker, 1971:4).
'

Research results ahowed that school children apend
more time listening in the classroom than teachers rea1

lize. The 'fact that primary school

studeııts

are required'

to listen 57.5% of their classroom time was etated in
his work by wilt (1950). The amount of time sperrt in liatening by secondary school students was found to have
been increased (Markgray, 1966). Anather research with
college women this time, was conduchd by Bird in 1953.
The students said that listening consumed nuch of their
comm\l,nication time wi th a portion of 42

9~.

Not le sa that

90 % of the class time in high schools: and collHges '"as
reported to be apent in listening to discussions .and
lectures by Taylor in 1964 (Cited in Coakly and Wolvin 1986:13).

,:·'

:,

..

lO

In light of the evidence that listening is a basic
ski ll .in both the c,lassroom and daily lif e; it seens elear that it would'be beneficial for the language students
to use listening skills in order to meet their communicative needs.
Petrie (1961) viewed listening as an ability which
is important to the development of other language skills.
According to him this was one reason to include listen~ng

in school curriculum. The second reason was the mo-

re frequent application of listening in the classroom
than any other verbal communication. Thirdlyr he etated
that

"l~stening

is not a very efficient means of lear-

ning, therefore additicnal training is needed in order
to help students more efficiently through listening"
( C·i te d in. BB.rl\er, 1971:5) •
. :.

More r.ecent :experiments a
(.1~81),

Nord (1980) and PQstovski

dministeırted

(197~)

lusion that receptive skills especially

by Gary

came ·.to a conclisten~ng

should

precede productive skills in language learning. This evidence helps to show the role of listening in lee.rning
pı-ocess.

Barker ( 1971 ) summarize s the re as ona for

"\-:.tıy~~to

list'an n·· in his book· "Liatening Behavior". According to
him "listening is the primary process through '<frhich

.:

., .

. '·,'
.....

,<.

ll

language is learned". He states that it helps students
to learn the

pronunci~tion

of words, and that it ·enables

tb evaluate strong and weak pointş in a

the learner·

-message. He also argues about its contribution to improve learners' confidenqe (Barker, 1971:8).

Even though the research results vary alightly
depanding upon the gro'!-_lps studied,.:they all contribute
to the idea of listening being the heart of communication. Thus, listening was canaidered to play a central role in acedemic

ac~ievement,

in bussiness success,. in

human communication and even in international understanding.

The centrali ty of listening in verbal communi.cation moti va te d the present

autl;ıe,r

to 1.:1:ndertake this -task.

Through actual learning experiences, sbe was convinced
that 'the .lack of fully satisfactory comprehension of
in a new language is enough to

conver~ations

malı.:e

the

learner feel discouraged when he is faced with different
accents of the native speakers and their speed of delivery wb.ibh does not sound a bit like his teachers.

Conaidering the se, the present study. 1tJ0Uld like
to concentrate on this

... .' . .

.

~

'

under valued language skill.
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1.4. Purpose of the study

This study is designed to compare the differences
in subjects' ability

~o

comprehend spoken language, and

to discover the factors affecting better performanca in
listening comprehension.

The fallawing points will be examined throughout
the study:

ı.

Is there a significant difference between the
control group and the experimental group in
i) Subjects' overall performanca in the pre
test as.a whole
ii)_Subjects• performanca in each test type
in the pre test.

2. Is there a significant difference wi thin ·the
control.:'group.;. between
i)Subjects' overallperformance in tht3 pre.
and post tests
ii) Subjects• performanca in each test type
of the pre and post tests.

3. Is there a significant

diff~rence

within the

experimental group between
i) Subjects• overall performance in the .pre

13

and post tests
ii) Subjects' performanca in each test type
of the pre and post tests
4. Is there a significant difference between
the control group and the experimental group in
i) Subjects' overall performanca in the post
test as a whole
ii) Subjects' performanca in each test type
in the post test

5. Is there a significant difference between the
control group and the experimental group in
i) Subjects' overall performanca in the

indepent test as a whole
ii)

Subjects~

performanca in each test type

in the independent test.

1.5. Limitationa of the Study

In .this study twenty Preparatory School students
at the Open Faculty and twenty teaeber trainees at the
Faculty of Education were aelected to constitute the
exper~mental

samples.

··· ..
',.
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For the testing pur.poses a pre and post tests
were used each including four different test types: di.;tation I, dilStation II, True/Fa1se and Recall. Additionally an independent llstening test, which consisted of
diıetation

III, dietatian IV and a standardized TOEFL

listeni~g

test, was administered.

Environmental factors-such as, the quality of the·'
material used, physical conditions of the classrooms,
psycho1ogical state of the subjects-were not taken into
consideration.

1.6. Methodological Assumptions

In this study it is assumed that the students
had the same

typ~

of instructions in their other courses,

and that ·physically they do not have any kind of hearing
.'irilparement.

..:

' ' ·~

;

,•,'

CHAPTER II

LlSTENING

7

Tl!E LlSTENING PROCESIS-

LISTENlNG AND OTHER SKILLS

2.1. The Definition of Listening
ı

Scholars who held studies in paycholingu.istiça,
linguistios'and ph6netics canaidered the listening pr9cess as one dealing with speech sounds. According to
Rankin (1926) it is "the ability to understand spoken
language." Paralle1ing this notion, Ra.1ph NiGho,ls (1948)
defined 1istening as "the attachment of meaning to aural
symbo1s" (cited in Coak1y and Wolvin 1986:14) In
"Understanding Oral Communication"

Fausti and Mc G1one

(1972:80) summ~rizes Nico1s' and his colleguesı findings!
about the nature of

list~ning.

They maintain that Nicola

draws a. distinction between 1iatening and hearing. ·

15
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Accordi~g

to him the phrase "aural understandingn

a

iş

good su.bsti tu te for "listening". By this explanation he
emphasizes the interpretation aspect of listening. Unlike
hearing, a rapid and aut.omatic activity, which he
co~~iders

to be. a prerequisite for

'

'

listening~

liatening

involves mora than the perception of sound through ears.
All the senses as well as mental activity are employed
in the listening.activity.

'i'

This view aliane well with the definition. 9f
'

'

llstening suggested by Lewis. (1958). He characterized
listening as "the process

o~ heaı;ing,

identifyirig,

under.standing and interpreting. spoken language (ci te d. il. n
Coakley and Wolvin 1986:14).

Johnson (1951) and Haupleman (1958) drew

attentıon,

to another as pe ct in the def,ini tion: "respond". Thus , ··
Johnson (1951) changed the statement as "the abi11ty to
understand and RESPOND effectively to oral communication".
ı

Hampl~man

(1958) expanded the definition further to "the

act of giving attention to the spoken word, not. only in
hearing eymbols, but in
(cited

~n

~he

REACTING with understanding"

Barker, 1971:16 ff).

The situational factor was

~aken

into consideration

by Brown, Carlsen and Sti11 (1955). Brown viewed the
llstening process aa "the aural assimilation of spoken

17
eymbole in, face -:- to - face spe.aker - audience stutio:ııs,
~nd vi~ual

with both oral

i

cuee preeent." (cited in

Barker, 197i:l7). It is clearly apparent from still's
(1955) description of lietening that he

asaimilate~

the

idea of obsolute exietence of a epeaker: "••• a capacity
of an individual to understand spoken language in the
presence of a apeaker (cited in Coakley and Wolvin 1986:
14). A similar remark was made by Larry L. Earker.
regarded

liatening as an activity which

He

takes place,

primarily, in face - to - face eituations. (Barker, 1971:
. 17). However, with the development of masa media listening
is no longer an a ctivity which takee place in a face to
face·context only.
1

The fact that we do not try to hear everything
but only a eelected certain featul'eS convincedi the
scholars to add this

qonsider~tion_to

the definition. As

Jones (cited in Earker, 1956:17) noted,

li~tening

is

"··· a aelective process by which sounds communicated
by eome source are received, critically interpreted
. and.
acted upon by a purpoaful listener." Barker, expanding
his above mentioneal definition, deseribed listening as
"~

•• the selective process of attending to, hearing,

understanding,

an~.remembering

aural symbols." Notable

in this definition liatening is composed of four, what
he considers as, separate but interrelated

proceas~s:

attention, hear~~g, understanding and remembering~

·.,. ,.
.':.:·
.

'ı·.·
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(Barker, 1971:17)

Fausti and Mc Glone (1972:80) took llstening to
be the destination role in the communication process.
In other words, it constitutes the decoding phase of the
;communication process which means the interpretation of
audible and

vi~ible

meaaages.

Snow and Perkina, discuasing the notion of being
an active praceas, arguea that lletening is "a very
active and integrative language skill involving a graap
'

of phonological' complexities as well aa performance
factors typical only of apeech such aa rate of apeech,
clarity of intonation and pronunciation, hesitation ,
pauaes. 11 (Snow and Perkina, 1979:51)

The same has been mentioned by

Riv~rs

and Temperly

(1978:63) According to them, "liatening is not a paasive
but an active process of conetructing a message from a
stream of saunds with what one knows of the phonological,
semantic, and

1

syntactı..d.c

potentialitiea of the. language."

Slightly different from the above definition,

Riv~ra

drew attention to the creativenesa of llstening

of

llstening .in 1981. She stated that llstening is neither
..

·

a passive nor a receiptive skill as has been deseribed
in earlier times. It is a creative skill during which

(,oç• .: .. ·

,•

.•·
"

,,
·. ,,'·

,··., ...

,...

·· ...,

. "·'

'
•'·:

'' .·.·

'.

. ,·

.

•

~

1 .....

. ·:· '
'
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we shape the raw material and we create a meaning which
is in the mind of the speaker (Rivers, 1981:160).

This view was supported by Bowen, Madsen and Hilferty
( 1985 _:·. 73) ·, .. who supplied the following defini tion:

"··· a listener is far from being passive as he receives,
analyzes and interprets the oral signals that come his
way, recreating the message of the speaker."

Bridges, Sinha· and Walkerdine (1983:116) looked
at the phenomenon in a way that few scholars before then1
had. They expressed an interesting point in their

article

"The Development of Comprehension" when they said, "the
context of communication is of critical importance in
determining the

interpr~ation

that a liatener places

upon a apeaker's utterance.n Paralleling this view they
provided a new explanation in the area. They argued
the llstening process means more ,than involving
meaning deco.ded and

~cted

tha~

the

up·on. According to them it is

"to understand what is entailed by the relationship
between message, intention and context"

To summarize, this historical review of definitians
of the listening process

conclud~that

it isa

communication behavior which occure internally, within
the listener. It is a distinct

communicatio:n ac.tivity

including the process of receiving, attending to and
assigning meaning to aural stimuli. (Coakley and Wolvin
1986:15).

2.2. The Process of Listening Comprehension

Clark and Clark define the liatening process at
two levels: Construction and Utilization. The former is
responsible for the perception of sounds and meaning
attachment whereas the latter for

~elping

the

listener

decide what to do with the stimuli (Clark. and Clark 1977:

45).
The auditery reception of the stimulus involving
the hearing,.mechanism is the initial activity in the
construction process. The sound enters the middle ear
then vibrates the tympanic menibrane before it finally
goes through the inner ear and to the brain. After
passing through the auditery channels the vocal message
reaches the short term memory system of the listenar
where it is held for a while. At this moment the
.listener is throughly concentrated on the message for
a very limited period as short

a~

20 to 60 seconds,

(Coakley and Wolvin, 1986: 15 ff).

What the listenar tries to do next is to interpret

..

·..
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the speaker•s message. This includes the

.c laııs if.ic at i on

of words, their order and their grouping. After
the

eurface structure, comea the

\.\nderlying representation
~st one

e

~nalyzing

interpretation of the

which~.constitutes

one of theback-

of compreheneion process. As the listenar heara

the worda, he builde up the propoaitions and their
interrelations (Richards, 1985:186).

~he

final stage after meaning is asaigned to the

message is to give a response to it which can either be
1

internal or external. Internal response is achieved when
pieces of information is atored in the long term memory
to be recalled later. Since the long term memory works
with meaning not the form, what we remember later is the
gist of the message not the who le structure of ·the ...
stimulus. External response, on the other hand, is what
we 'send to the speaker as feedback (Wing, 1986:17.). ·

Fol~awing

is Clark and

Clark~s

outline of the

whole process involved in llstening comprehension:

l)"The listenar takea in raw speecn and holds an
.;

image of it in shart term memory.
2) An attempt is made to organize what was heard
in constituents, identifying their content
and function •

.. ..
~.
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3) As constituents are identified, they are used

to construct propositions,. grouping

the

prapoaitions together to form a coherent
message.
4) Once the listener has identified and ..
reconstructed the propositional meanings, these .
are held in long - term memory, and the form in
which the messageiwas originally received is
deleted.n(l977:49).

So far has been discussed the comprehension of
the first language. But.there is also the process of
comprehending a foreing language

s~imuli,

.··.

Rivers diacusses

two levela· of comprehending_·a foreign language, At the
first level which is called the recognition level,
students first perceive utterances as a stream of
undifferentiated sounds. This is replaced gradually by
recogni.ti,on of some regulari ty in the noise. La ter they
can identify words and phrases, structure, verb groups,
simple expressions. However, this is not enough for
comprehension since a full comprehension process

req~ires

a selection of what is crucial for the particular
situation where the utterance is heard. Thus, the next
level is called the selection level. Now students have
the capaci ty of recognizing the impor1a..·nt element s which
determine the message.·Their capacity of recallection,

"·•
'

.~

··•··..

::~. ~ •

··:. :'···.
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however, is limited since they are occupied with the task
of recognit;ion and selection~ There fore, they may very
often fail to remember what they have comprehended.
1

(Rivers, 1981:158)

It is apparent from Rivers' discussion that atagee
-

involved in the comprehension process are like.ly to take

1

longer when it is a foreign language to comprehend rather
.than one's native language. Since the individuals do not
have a good command of the language they are. more likely
to make mistakas and to come across words or
do not understand at all. The limited

alıort

phra~es

they

term memory

may cause difficulties in retaining_ what ia heard. Not
enaugh familiarity with the target language as a whole
makes it harder to employ certain llstening techniques
like prediction and selection (Abbot and Wingard, 1981:63).

2.3. Listening and Other Skills

As has

b~en

stated before listening constitutea

one of the four communicative abilities. According to
Lundsten (1970) the order of acqmring the four langu~ge
1

skills is listening, speaking, reading and finally writing.
This revwals that, since one first atarta with listening,
this has direct or indirect influence on his ability to
s pe ak. re ad and write.,,_ This dependency is stated as

..

:,

·.
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follows:

n

•••

speech development is derived from one's

immitation of others' sounds, reading development
is heavily contingent upon auditery discrimination
ability as well as ability to recode letters as·
sounds and writing development is greatly
'

affected .bY listening vocabulary, which according
to Armstrong (1953), exceeds visual vocabulary
untill the age of twelve."

(Coakl~y

and Wolvin

1986 : 54).

The fact that there is a relationship between the
listening and speaking skill is quite apparent if one
remembers that there two make up essential parts of the
to tal communication process. This interdepencyency between
the two ekills - although one is

~eceiptive

(1) and the

other ia productive (2) - is well illustrated by

Dubin

and olshtain • (1977 : 56). They state that these oral
skills are utilized interchangably in the communication
process. In order to send a message sender uses the
listening skill in order to receive that message. They
carryqn saying that these reciprocal skills reinforce
each other. One who atarta with the role of

being a

speaker, also needs to shift his role to be liatener
in order to get the feedback from the listener.

This
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mutual reinforcement between the listening

and the

speaking skills is explained as follows. (Dubin and
Olstain, 1977 : 57).

" You begin to hear it better after you have trie'd
to sayit; you say it better after you have

,

learned to hear it;

As far as the relationship between the reading
and the listening skills is

concerne~,

these two have

many in common. Although they differ in the t;ype

or·

stimuli they are e,xposed to -·reading ha-y ing visual ·
stimuli with full.and well organized sentences; listening
having aural stimuli with unstructured and redundant
sentences, topic shifts, pauses, intonation, pitch,
etress ete. -they constitute the decoding pracess of
communication. Both of these so - called receiptive

,

skills go through the same set of cognitive processes,
but they differ in the physical acts involved: listening
requires hearing while reading requires seeing. As·wing(l986)
puta forward "Both reach a level of comprehension
through recall and retention."

Thus, they can be said

to be affected by the teaching of and learning about
the. other.

Although the writing skill seems to have nothing

.·•··.
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to do with the listening skill since it is an expreaaive·
skill making use of written

symbP~

there still is some

kind of relatio.nship between the two as well • As Wing
ı

noted

~

referring to Lundsteen (1979) - "··· writers

engage in inner speech, and thus listen to

thewselv~s

as composing ideas." (Coakley,and Wolvin, 1986: 53).
'

1

Having mentioned the relationship

between

listening and other language skills, it would be relevant
at this point

to

talk about the teaching

of these

skill.s.

After audiolingualism which gave

considerable

attention only to oral skills - listening and speaking simultaneaus representation of all four skills began to
be involved in language teaching
ı

programs.

years later comprehension based approaches

However,
have ,

(3)

been developed. These approaches are originated
the fact that speaking, reading and writing
depedent directly or indirectly on listening.

from

are
The

centrality of. listening in the development of the other
ı

three language skills became to be consistent
research conducted in conjunction with

with

several

comprehension based approaches. One of the most striking
of. all is Nord's (1981) findings. He found

that

proficiency in listening comprehension is transferrable

. ,.,; ,:." :<
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to other language skills. Students who havetaken intensive
listening comprehension training with no syatematic '
training of other language skills developed
equally. (Coakley and wolvin, 1986 : 53).

each
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FOOTNOTES

(1) Skill used by the receiver.(Widdow6on, 1978) ~~
(2) Skill' used by the sender. (Widdowson, 1978)

(3) These will be dealt with in detail in Chapter II.

CHAPTER III
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE CONCERNING
LlSTENING SKILL IN

LA~GUAGE

TEACHING

The present chapter will cover how listening
ekill has been treated in language claaarooma by
revewing the li teratu.re of diffe:rent teaching
methodologies. However, not all of the philoaophiea
utilized in language teaching circlea are
be

de~lt

intend~d

to

with. Rather only those that_give attantion

to lietening, and those which are labelled as "input
methods" (1) will be outlined in order to teep
conaistency with the overall concern of the present
study.

29
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3.1. The Direct Method

3.1.1. Background

After the so - called Grammer Tranalation Method
with it'a emphaaia on grammar, tranalation and thua
written work, there appeared.an increaaing demand for
oral communication toward the mid - nineteen century.
1

Hence, new trenda in language teaching ·were developed like "natural" or "oral" method (2) which would then
provide the baais for the Direct Method. (Rivers, 1981:
32).

Aa the name impliea the Direct Method advocated
learning a new·language through
of worda and

ph~aaes

" direct aasociation

with objects .and actions, without

the use of native language by teacher or atuden·ta"
(Rivers, 1981: 32).

The method, which aimed at enabling the students
to think in the target language, stroDgly emphasized
the oral proficiency by letting speech precede other
skills.

.. ·,
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3.1~2.

Classroom Application

The Direct Method reatricted the use of native·
language in claaaroom. Everything waa organized and
carried

o~t

th~ough

the target language. This emphaaia

pn the oral production of the target language aroae the

ı

'

need for correct

pronu~ciation.

Accordingly, _ an

introductory period during which studenta ,were taught
the sound system of the target language was included(.in
the ayliabus of a direct method language courae (Rivera,
. 1

1981:33).
After this early training of sounds, an ordinary
course began with the teaching of simple vocabulary and
actiona. Since use of atudenta' native language was not
tolerated, it waa preferable for direct method teacher ,
to teach firat the worda and phraaea for objects in the
classroom and for actions that
these

expresa~ns

c~n

be perfarmed.

Whe~

were internalized by atudents, they

were ready to go on with the comman situationa and
aettings of everyday life. In cases where words
be explained by concrete

represerıtation,

could~'t

the teaeber had

to apply other techniques 1ike miming, aketching, · ·
manipulating objects of given detailed explanations in
the target language (Rivers, 1981: 34).

Along with correct pronunciation, correct grammar
waa alao emphaaized. In order to keep
grammarata more

f~nctional

~he

study of

level, supporters•of the

Direct Method prefered to teach it inductively. They
auggeated a question and answer type of practice for

th~

teaching of oral communication akilla. (Rivers, 1981: 34).

3.2. Aural - Oral Approach (Audiolingualism)

3.2.1. Background

A structural linguist, Friea (19.39) differed frot"Q
the founders of the Direct Method, for he believed that
expoaure to a foreign language ·without

analyzing

its grammar was futile for the learner. According to
Fries a-nÇi his colleguea grammar is of primary

importanc~

and thus shuld get more credit. Bearing these factora in
mind a new philasophy was developed by American linguists
known as the Structural Approach or alterna.tively the
Aural - Oral

Approac~

Which would later be

labe~led

as

theAudio - Lingual 'Approach
by Brooks (cited in Richards,
·'

~

and

~odgers,

. The

'

1986: 44) {cited fu

t~aching

Riv~rs,·l981:

36) •

materials and classroom techniquea

for audio - lingual coursea were developed wi th the :·
guidence of the reaearch results in structural linguistics.
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It was revealed that language was identified with speech.
This was why oral skills were emphasized in audiolingualism.
Bearing the role of grammar in mind; speech was approached
through structure (Rivers, 1981: 43).

Another important consideration
resulted from
.
·~

research studies was that language is a set of habits.
·searching for an answer to the question how habits are
acquired, early exponents of audiolingualism were
influenced by the behavioristic theary of Skinner. Rivers
autlines Skinner's conditioning theary as:

" habits are

established when reward or reinforcement follow
immediately on the oacurance of act." (Rive+s, 1981: 41).

In accordanca with the theory,

whe~ever

the

students prçvided correct response to the stimuli they

~

were reinforced.

3.2.2, Classroom Application

The Following quatation taken from an audiolingual
course book might provide a clear idea about the order of
teaching the four skills:

n

The

St~dent

must be trained adequately in all

four basic skills: understanding, speaking,
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reading and writing.
Nothing should be spoken before it has been heard.
Nothing should be read before it has been spoken.

,,

Nothing should be written before it has been read.
(Al~xander, 1967:xii)

However, it should be noted that they were all
applied to the teaching process to develop oral fluency.
There fore, course material was usually presented in tne2
i

spoken form. Speaking skills were considered to be the
ability to perceive and produce occurately the phonological
features of the target language·. As the other branch of
oraı

skills, listening was deseribed as. training in

aural discrimination of basic sound patterns (Richards
and Rodgers, 1986:53).
'll

At early stages language

us~d

in everyday

situations was taught. This was replaced by more literary
forms of expressian at more advanced levels. No

matter

what the students' level was, llstening and speaking
were

us~d

to'a great extent by continual practice

in

audio- lingual courses (Rivers, 1981: 40).

At

th~

baginning Of a lesson a dialogue

was

presented. Students first listented to the dialogue
either from the teacher or from the tape. As mentioned,
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they were required to identify the sounds and the
intonation of the phrase untill the correct and fluent
maatery was achieved. They were then allowed to pass on
to learning aomething new.

During the dialogue preaentation, students .,were
aaked to study together, first participating in choral
work, then in halvee of the class, then in rowa and . ~
finally as individuals. After a dialogue has been lerned
throughly, a new dialogue similar to the atudents• own
situa~ions

was developed and acted out by the students.

(Rivers, 1981:44).

At the next step pattern drilla were presented in.
order to give students practice in using the structures
in wider contexts. They performed the activity uaing the
same classroom technique used in dialogue presentation
(Rivers,· 1981: 44).

When it came to the teaching of reading and writing
studenta were asked to read and write what they had
already atudied orally before, however, at more advanced
·levels; The complexity of the text

was

increased •..,Eyen

at this stage listening and speaking were not

neglected

since there waa always an opportunity for oral diecussions
and listening to recordings of the texts atudied (Richarda
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and Rodgers, 1986:53).
In conclusion it can be said that the Audio lingual approach, by which grammar is taught inductively,
oral production is meant to be occurate pronunciation
and grammar, and the

abilit~

to. respond quickly and

occurately in speech situations - .like a native speaker.
In

~chieving

the goal teaching pointe are determined by

contrastive analysis. It can be observed that there is
a tendeney to manipulate language and disregard content.
(Richardsand Rodgers, 1986: 60).

3.3. Cognitive (Code) Learning

3.3.1. Background

In eixtiea both the language deacription and the
underlying learning theory of the previous approach

we~e

challenged by Noam Chomsky, a linguist at MIT. He brought
a new breath to the area when he said (1966):

" •••

language is notahabit structure. Ord-inary

linguistic behavior characteristically involves
innovation, formatian of new sentencas and

·~:

patterns in accordanca with rules of great
abstractness and intricacy" (cited in Richards
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and Rodgers, 1986: 59).

Notable in the above

quotat~on

is that he proposed

a new theory as an alternative to ~kinner'a behavioriat
attitude to

languag~

learning. Unlike behaviorists he
'

characterized human language behavior as " creative"
rather than "immitative". He argued that new sentenôes
are neither learned by immitation nor by repetition; they
are formed via the so - called "competence" (Richards a:qd
Rodgers, 1959: 59).

Additionally he outlined a new theory concerning
the

fo~eign

language learning process. Pointing aut the

mental properties that are utilized in language use and
language learning, he atated that "these fundemental
properties of language drive from innata aspecta of tthe
mind and from how humana process experience through
ianguange." ( Richards and Rodgers, 1986: 59 ff )".

Since audio - lingual courses failed to achieve
the expected poeitive results, there was a close interest
~n

the new+y develpped theory: Cognitive Code Learning.

3.3.2. Classroom Application

Although the goal was to enable the student to be
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involved in the activity in audio - lingual syllabuses,
far from

being active, students were, in fact, exposed

~

the task of mechanical drill repetitions. Cognitive code learning, on the other hand, stresses activating
the mental powers of

~tudents

by forcing them to think

in the target language and generate appropriate sentences.
Underlying idea was that using the language would soon
improve students communicative competence.

(Newton

1979: 21).·

The role of being a facilitator rather .,than

a

figure of authority was attributed to the teacher by the
theorists; and he was encouraged to use audio - visual
aids, stories and other means in the courses during which
contexualization and meaning were of great importance
(Prator and Murcia, 19'19: 4).

Unlike the proponents of the Direct Methodp
Cognitive learning theorists thought that it was a waste
ı

of time to try to produce native like speakers: Thus,
the teaching of pronunciation was demphasized. The
significance of comprehension, however, especially aural
comprehension was indicated strongly. Focal attention
was on comprehension of grammatical concepts which were
presented deductively, and production of meaning ful
messages. (Rivers, 1981: 49).

...
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Caroll, Jakubovist (1970) and Lugton (1971) took
much interest in the cognitive learning theory; however,
no methodological concern was developed along with this
vi e w of le arning (.Ci te d in Richarda and, Rodgers, 1986:60)

In the period during which audiolingualism began
to loose its popularity, a different attitude toward
p

language teaching methodology was e merged. The idea of
making the seeand language .learning process
first language acquision process

was

like

proposed

the
and

innovative language teaching proposals - like Total
Physical Response. Silent way, Counselling learning and
the Natural Approach - were developed

(Rodgers

and

Richards, 1986: 60).

Unlike the former methodology requiring early
production of the language being learned, this
on the priority of aural

co~prehenaion

in

'

1

insiat ed

learning .a

particular language. They are originated from

the

experimental evidence that before the production atage
- aa. Tripp (1970) posi ta - com~ percep tion. , atorag~,
organization of autput and motor autput. Hebb, Lambert
and Thucker (1971) aupports Trippatating that

11

apeech

dependa.on the prior perception." (cited in Winitz, 1981:
Xİ)

•

~o

This led some scolars to develop an alternative
second language teaching methodology which will then be
labelled as "Comprehension Approach." Advocates of this
innovation argue

t~at

learners should not be required

to produce the target language untill they feel

th~.selves

ready
to do so.
In the initial phase they must internalize
'
'
how the language works through extensive exposure to
verbal stimuli. Not that conversation
is discouraged' but
,,
'

aural comprehension is believed to facilitate fluency
in language. (Winitz, 1981:

Xİii).

Laboratory and classroom etud'ies · oonducted ..by.· Aaher,
(1981) Winitz and Reeda, (1975) Ingram, Nord (1975) and.
Postousky (1974) evidencad that emphasia on aural
ı

comprehension training improves the learner's linguiatic
competence

(cited in Winitz, 1981: 49).

In the presant study only one of the above
metioned newtrenda will be conaidered in detail since it
has attracted a wider interest than the others: The
Natural

Approa~h.

3.4. The Natural Approach

3.4.1. Background

In 1977 Tracy Terral presented·a new philosophy

....... ,.,,

•

'j

'r.• .. ·

of language teaching labelled aa the Natural Approach.
This philosophy wasdeveloped from the

principıes

of the

traditional approach: the: natural method. In order

to

form a theoretical basis for the Natural iApproach Terrell
corporated with Stephen Kreshen Whbae theories
second language

a~quision

about

added very much to the

popularity of the approach. (Richards and Rodgers, 1986:
128).
i

Although both the Natural Approach and the earlier
.

~

Direct Method were derived from the naturalistic
principles, they differed from each other in the way of
application. The emphasis was on the use of. language in
communicative situations without interference of the
native

languag~.

This was one of the

consider~tions

ahared by the two methods. Another common feature waa
the ignorance of grammar and grammatical explanationa
(Richards and Rodgera,

19~6:

128 ff).

However the distinguishing factor waa that one
emphaaized the

"input"

whereas the other

11

output" •

The Natural Approach did not require atudents to produce
the language before "a period .of attention to what they
hear"

indiaating the central role of comprehension in

learning process (Richards and Rodgers , 1986: 129) •.
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3.4.2. Classroom Application:

The attempt in the Natural Approach was

to

provide language learners with situations similar to
first language acquiaion si tua tions. For that re ason·,
the Natural Approach teacher let his students communicate
freely with their
an

inductıve

cıaasmates

in the classroom. This is

approach since no explicit learning is

applied. Uncouncious learning is canaidered to be

a

type which is the closest to acquision. (Rivers, 1981 :

53).
In order for the learning process to be

more

natural, learners should feel themselves as comfortabla
and relaxed as they were when they acquired their firat
language - in centrast with the traditional student
model who was uaually anxioua and tense in the classroom.
As Krashen suggests this is only aohieved by keeping the
affactive factors at minimum. According to him studente•
auccess is closely related .. not only to low anxiety but
also to motivation and aelf - canfidence as well.
Krashen'a affactive filter hypothesis brought a new view
of language teaoher. He is

"··· sameone who can provide

input and help make it comprehensible in a low anxiety
situation~

(Krashen, 1982: 9ff).

Now it will be useful to canaider the Input
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Hypothesis. Here the starting point is the question how
we acquire a language. Krashen arguea that children first
•

go for meaning - underatanding - and then they acquire
structure. The hypotheaia involves four main isaues that
are aummarized by Krashen in his
in Second Language Acquision"

' ·'

"Principlea and Fractice

in the

foııowing

way.:

1) The input hypothesis re la tea to acquiaion, not
learning.
2) we acquire by understand ing language that

conta:ins

etructure a bit beyond our current

level of competence {i + I). This is done with
the help of context or

~.x;tra

- linguistic

information.
3) When communication is succesaful, when the.

input is understood and there is enough of it,
apquision will be provided automatically. ·

4) Production ability emergea; it is not:taught
directlyı•

C..&cashen, 1982: 21 - 22).

Although the hypotheaia suggeats a graded
presen~ation

of structure, aa in audiolingualism, Krashen

and Terrell states that explicit analysis of grammar
by the teacher or learner or in language teaching
materials is not necessary, for this will be a learning
process rather than an acquision process. (Richards and
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Rodgers, 1986:.131

ff)~

Acquision of a wide vocabulary

rat~er

than.complex

grammatical patterns is emphasized in order to facilitate
r:

both comprehension and production of the messages (Rivers,
1981: 54).

2.3.5. A Critical Review of

t~e

Methods in the

Way They Looked Upon Listening Comprehension

Methods utilized in language teaching can be
classified into two main groups according to their
concentration on certain areas of language: expressive
and reciptive (input) methods or to quote Asher
hemispheric 11

and

"right hemispheric"

(3)

"left

method s

respectively. The so called Direct Method and Adiolingual
method are two of the former methodological classes.
Although the employoment of llstening was first realized
during the period of direct method and then the following
audiolingual method, the se method s were organize d aro.und
talking,. reading and writing from the begining. Since
the main focus was on

ape~king

skills, liatening did not

serve for its own rights. Far from listening skill
building

fo~

comprehension, it waa regarded as a key to

oral. fluency.
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On the other hand, listening to foreign language
matarial for comprehension is first emphasized along
with the cognitive code learning.

Si~ilarly

right hemispheric or

~nput

methods are

aware of the fact that how significant is understanding
spoken language for learning that language. These methods
do not force early production in the second language, but
students are given opportunities to acquire the grammar
1

by acquiring an understanding of the language. The
comprehension approach differs significantly from other
methods in the value placed on speaking exercises. Drills
and preplanned or artificially developed dialogues and
con ersations are not used. The belief is that fluency
in oral communication will develop as the result of
learning to understand a language - just as in the case

..

of first language acquision.

Ju'stifiying this the comparative research studies
showed that

input methods which focus on supplying

çomprehension

create batter results.

It might be concluded, after the above discussion,
"

that listening, in fact, existed in the language curriculum:
First, in the form of listening in order to repeat
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Then, listening for comprehension during the 70ss
Finally,listening to learn a language during the
80s,Joan Hoarley; 1980:7).
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FOOTNOTES

(1) A mavement in foreign language teaching - sametimes
~eferred to as the comprehension Approach - Which

emphasizes developing comprehsion skills. (Winitz,
1981: Xii)

(2) A mavement in fareing language teaching which aims
at making classroom learning

~ore

like the native

language learning through oral practice (Rodgers and
Richards, 1986)
(3)"With left hemispheric methods, the.

speec~

areas of

the brain tend to be isolated from the areas that
give language its maaning whereas with right
hemispheric methods they do not." (cited in Winitz,
1981: 142).

CHAPTER IV

THE RESEARCH METHOD

4.1. Research Design

This comparative study is designed to investigate . .
the factors that influence / oontribute to the subjects'
performanca in listening comprehension.

tn:order to answer the questions raised in chapter
I the performanca of both control and experimental group
subjects on listening comprehension tests was

calculated~

As a testing procedure, a listening comprehension test
composed of two separate dietatian tests, a true /false
test and a.recall test was

used~

The same test was

administered as a pre - test at the baginning of Fall
semester 1987 and as a post test in
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three months' time at the end of the semester.
Additionally, an independent listening comprehension
test - consisting of two dictation tests and

one

'•

standardized TOEFL listening comprehension test - was
u sed.

These tests were given to the first year English
teacher trainees ·at the Faculty of Education and
Prepatory School students at the Open Faculty.

4.2. Selection of Subjects

Subject who participated in this study were drawn
from a population of 225 students studying at Anadolu
University,

Eskişehir.

At the very beginning they·were

given a standard placement test to determine their level
of proficleney in the target language. This was to ensure
that the s.ample group of subjects randomly chosen among
the whole population,did not vary in terme of their
English level.

At this point· it should be noted that eventhough
the ultimate academic aims of the ·atudenta participating
in this study is not the same they were all subject to
s imilar c irriculums with

:t ew

variations.

c

-

-.

.
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4.2.1. Experimental Group

Experimental group consisted of twenty Preparatory
School students studying at the Open Faculty of Anadol~
University,

Eskişehir.

They were exposed to a syatematic

four hour classroom training in listening comprehension
every week. Moreover, they had native speakers of English
as their instructers which enabled them to be faniliar
with different accents of English language such as IriSh,
British American, Scottish.

4 .2 .2. Control Group

Control Group was composed of twenty teacher
trainees studying at the Faculty of Education of Anadolu
University,

Eskişehir.

Unlike the experimental group

..

subjects, they did not have any syatematic classroom
training in listening comprehension - apart from their
regular language courses. Also they were not exposed to
a variety of

nativ~.

English accents like the experimental

group.

4 .3. Testing Procedure

The material used for the testing purposes was
taken from a listening comprehension practice book
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Feople Today, which was not used as a text book by
either groups. The reason to choose this book was that
it contained no passages full of jargon but rather
included comprehension passages about general topics.
Also the level of the book was compatible with the
subjects• English level. Lenght of the passages were
quite appropriate to be included in such an experiment.
They were neither too short - so easy to handle - nor
too long - so boring to follow.

A TOEFL lietening comprehension test was used as
one part of the independent listening test simply because
it was a standardized objective test used for testing
the listening comprehension performance.

The contributers to the dietatian tests were
selected from the English language instructers in the
two faculties. Both native,and non- native teachers
took part in the dictation.

4.3.1. Data Collection

4.3.1.1. The Pre Test

The pre - test was administered in the fall of
1987 at the very baginning Of the first semester. Fourty
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experimental sample subjects were tested in terme of
their competence in llstening comprehension.The purpose was
to see whether there was a difference between the

two

groups at the baginning of the experiment.

The test included four different
False

test

, Recall

test

, Dietatian

test types: True/
test (Dictation I

and Dietatian II).

4 .3.~.1.1. True/False Test

This

test

is designed to measure the subjecta•

ability to cope with immediata reapoae situations. They
were asked to identify whether the given ten atatements
were true or falae according to the newa item they were
llstening from a tape at that moment.

4 .3.1.1.2. Recall .Test

In this seetion subjects were required to answer
six questions about the samenewsitem usedin theTrue /
Falsesection. However, in answering the questions they
were

prevent~d

..
some questiona in

from looking at the answers given in the

previous section. The reason waa

t~at

this seetion were similar to that of in the 'True / False ·
section.
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4.3.1.1.3.

~ictat~on

Test

Two dictation tests were administered in this
section.
Both.dictations were deliveredat normal col1oqual
apeed. In the transcriptiaıphaae the word groups heard
· at normal speed were kept long en.Qugh to challenge .
subj ec ts' short te rm memory;_ but iby paus ing long eno.ugh
after each to avoid turning it into speed

writing test.

4.3.1.1.3.1. Dietatian One

The first dic.tation test was presented through
a tape recarder. It was a passage of 126 worde.

4.3.1.1.3.2. Dictation Two

The second dictation test waa heard from one of
the subjects' teachere with
thr~lghout

the

aemeste~.

w~om

they would study

It consisted of 137

wo~ds.

4.3.1.2. The Post Test

Both groupa were given a repeat of the pre - test
under e q :ual condi tions af ter a three month exposure to

:~.
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the target language in order to determine if there is a
difference between the acores obtained from the both
testa.
The post test and.the pretest were

id~ntical.

In.

other words the post test included the same type of tests
a~

well as the same questions in the pre test mentio_ned

above.

4.3.1.3. Independent Listening Test

This test was designed to check the results of
the pre and post teats and to see
dj fferant accents ;i.nfluen'?ea the

exposure to

previ~ua

~ubje.cta'

. per!ormanoe in

llstening_oomprehenaion.
The test inluded
.. three
·test
.
..
~:.

·types

• . ,·

J

: Dictation

Three, Dictation IV and a TOEFL listening test.

4 .3.1.3.1. Dictation

~~_ata

In this section, dictation tests were delivered
'

by two native speakers of English who have not taught or
met by'the subjects.- previously. That is, the subjecta
were not familiar with

the apeakers• accents.
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Dietatian III Which

consist~d

of 173 words was

presented by a speaker with an Irish accent. Dietatian
IV, on the other hand, was dictated by a speaker with,
·an American accent. This test included 183 words.

f.3.1.3.2. TOEFL Test
Twenty muatiple choiQe listening comprehension
questions were used

~n

this section. The test devided

into two parts: Part A and Part B

For each question in Part A subjects heard a short
sentence. Each sentence was spoken just one time. They
were asked to decide which of the four choices is closest
.ı

in meaning 'to the sentence they heard.

In·Part B they listened to short conversations
,.
between two speakers. At the end of each conversation,
a third person asked a question about what was
Each conw.ersation was heard just once , Subjects
req~ired,

said~

are

in this part, to decide which of the four

choices ia the best answer to the question they heard.

It should be noted that all of the intructions
were

carri~d

out in English.
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4.3.2. Data Analysis

Subjects• performanca in listening comprehension
was compared analyzing the raw soores taken from both
the individual sections of the pre and post tests and
independent test and the tests as a whole. That is to
say,.along with the scorers showing the

experimental

and control group subjects• performanca in each seetion
of the test,

avarage of these scores showing

their

overall performanca on the test as a whole were

compan~d.

In order to obtain the raw soores of the

eubjects~

the number of correct items in each test type were counted,

.

and the total number was used to find the correct
percent~ge.

In the next step where

th~

subjects• overall

performane e·.., was to be de termine d, the four scoree, on
the test were added and then devided by four to firld the
avarage score for the test as a whole. Then, these soores
were compared.

CHAPTER V

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The presant chapter will cover the statistical
analysis of the seeres obtained from the pre - test,
the post test and the independent test. As mentioned·
in the provious chapter the seeres were calculated,

...

first, in terme of the subjects• performanca in the
.four types. of testfi3as a whole and next in terme of the,ir
performanca in each test type. That

i~

to say, subjeqts•

avarage seeres in the tests as a whole were compared
ı

in the first phase and their seeres taken from - each
test type in the next. Two different t -

te~t

formulas

were used for analyzing the data: t - test for independent
samples in

~etween

group calculations and t - test for

corrolated samples in within group calculations. The·
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t -

val~es

were determined according to the

ı,;0.05

significance level.
5· .ı.· Comparison of the Pre Test R,esul ts Between the
Control and the Experimental Group

5

.ı.ı.

Subjects• Overall Performanca in the Pre Test

In order to determine if there is a difference
between the overall performanca of the control group
and the experimental Group

Subj~cts

in the pre test as

a whole the following null hypothesia waa tested:

Ho: There will be no aignificant difference
between the overall performanca of the control
group and the experiment al group in the Pre · ·
Test.
The results are shown in Table I:

CONTROL GROUP

n

X

SD

20

55.04

8.37

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 20

55.25
ı

t

critica! evel of
value
aignificance

. o .0392 <2 .0211

0.05 p

8.59

Table I. The Resul ts o· f the t - Test Showing the Difference
Between the Control Group and the Experimental

. .....

.,

'

.._;
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Group in their Overall Performanca in the Pre
Test.
As can be observed in Table I. the subjects diq
not vary significantly in their average seeres with the
t -value oeing t = 0.0392<:tt • 2.0211. Thus, we fail
to reject the null hypothesis.

5.1.2. Subjects• Performance in Each Test Type
Individually

The reason why to compare the results taken from
each test type is to determine how the subjects

did

perform in different situations.

5 .1.2.1. Subjects• Performanca in Dictation I

In order to see how the control

and

t~e

experimental groups handle a listening task that involves
a tape the following null hypothesis was tested.

Ho: There will be no significant difference
between the control group and the experimental
group in Dictation I in the pre test.
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Results are displayed in Table II:

n

CONTROL GROUP
EXPERIMENT AL
GROUP

20

-'
X
43.29

SD

t

8.07

<

o .0606 2.0211
20

43.57

0.05 p

ı

7.87
1

Table II. The Results of t - test showing the diiferenc•
between the Oontrol Group and the Experimental
Group in Dictation

Table II where the t

on~

in the Pre Test.

value is t • o.o6o6<tt=2.0211

reveala that the difference between the two groups in
Dictation I of

tıie

pre test is not' significant. Aa was

the case with table I we fail to reject the null hypotheaia::
atate.d. above.

5.1.2.2. Subjecta' Performanca in Dictation II

Unlike in Dictation I, in this version of the test
the .aubjects were expoaed to a face to face listening ,
task •. The following null hypothesis was. tested to see
the difference between the two groups:

Ho: There will be no significant difference between
the control group and the experimental group .
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in Dictation II in the pre - test.

Results obtained are stated in Table III:

-

n

CONTROL GROUP
EXPERIMENT AL
GROUP ;

X

20

t

SD

66.62

critica! level of
volue
significance

9.56
-o.o8ol<2.I211

20

66.15

0.05 p

8.28
'

ı

Table III. The results of the t -test showing the
difference between the Control Group and the
Experimental Group in Dictation Two in the
Pre Test.

The t - value for the _a.bov.e
..

t ~ -O.OBOl(tt

= 2.6211

table ·

is

·'>/

which shows that subjecta•

perform.ance d id not vary significantly. Therefore, we
again fail to reject the null

hypothesis~

5.1 .• 2. 3. Subj,ects' Performanca in True / Fal se Test
i

•

In the next step subjects•
performanca in immediata
i
response situations was to be
determin~

c~mpared.

In order

to

if the two groups vary in that the following

null hypothesis was tested.
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H0 : There will be no significant difference between
the control and the experimental group

in

True 1 False in the pre -'test.
In Table IV are shown the results:

CONTROL GROUP

n

-

20

62

X

t

SD

critical 1evel of
significance
volue

9.18
ı .2725<2 .0211

EXPERIMENT AL·
GROUP

20

69

0.05 p

8 .• 13

Table IV. The Results of the t -test showing the
difference Between the Control Group and the
Experimental Group in True 1 Fa1se in

the

Pre - Test.

~

Just 1ike the tab1es II and III, table.IV does
./

not show a significant difference between the two groups,
either. The t -value is t

z

1.2725 (tt:= 2.0211 , thus

we fail to reject the null hypothesis.

5.1.2.4. Subjects• Performanca in Reca11 Test

Finally, in order to compara the subjects'
performanca in recall test - which will give us

an· idea
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about their memory retention - the be1ow stated

null

hypothesis was tested: '

H0 : There wil1 be no significant difference
.ı

between the control group and the experimental
group in Reca11 in the Pre Test.

Results are put on Tab1e V:

n

CONTROL GROUP
EXPE;RIMENTAL
GROUP

Table

v.

X

20 ·44.14

SD

t

p

9.59
-0.1890 < 2 .0211

20

42.46 12.09

The Results of the t -- test showing the difference
Between the control Group and the Experimental
Group

in.R~cal1

in the Pre -

Te~t.

As table V i1lustra tes the t - value. showing the
difference between .the two groups is t

= -0.1890 <tt =

2.0211. Like in all four situations above, we fail to
reject the null hypothesis since the difference is not
significant.
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5.2. Comparison of the Pre and the Post Test Results
Within.the Control Group and the Experimental Group

5.2.1. Results of the Control Group

5 .2.1.1. Subjects' Overall Performanca in the Pre

an~

Post Tests
:

'

'

'
~n

order to determine if the control group subjects'

overall performanca in listening comprehension has changed
or not during the giyen period of time, a within group
comparison was made to test the following null hypothesis:
H0 : There will be no significant difference ~

between the subjects' over all performanca
in the pre and the post tests within the
Control Group.

Below are shown the· results:

t

SE

n

'PRE TEST- 20
POST TEST

3.05

1. 7095

critical
value

1. 784_1 (2 .0930

Table VI. Results of the t -Test Showing the

level of
significance
0.05 p

difference

Between the ~ubjets' overall performanca in

:

•1'

'

.
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Pre Test and the Post Test within the Control
Group.

The above table illustrates that the t - value
indiaating subjects overall performanca in the tests as
a whole is t = 1~784l(tt

= 2.0930

• Since this reveals

1·

no significant difference, we fail to reject

the

~ypothesis.

5.2.1.2. Subjects' Performanca in Each Test Type in the
Pre and the Post Tests.

The results taken from each test type both

in

the Pre Test and the Post Test were compared within the
Control Group in order to determine if the duration of
exp~sure

to the language being learned influences /

contributeethe subjects performanca in each situation.

5.• 2.1.2.1. Subjects' Performanca in Dictation I.

To compare the control group subjects' ability to
cope with a listening test that involves a

tape~

the

below stated null hypothesis was tested:

H0 :. There will be no significant difference between
the

subjects~

performanca in dictation I in
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the pre and the post tests

within~he

Control Group.
Results are shown in table VII:

n

Q

SE

.20'

0.98

1.9651

.PRE TEST

t

critica! level 9f
value significance

0.4987 <2.0930

0.05 p

POST TEST

Table VII. The Resul ts of the t - test showing the · ·
difference between the Pre Test and the Ppst
1

Test in Dictation one within the Control Group.

The t - value which is t .=- O.4987 ( 2 .0930
that thds

shows ...

is not a significant difference between the

results of the two tests. Consequently, we fail to reject
the mull hypothesis.

5.2.1.2.2. Subjects• Performanca in Dictation II

Performanca of the control group subjects in

a

face - to - face listening task - which was involved in
b.oth the pre and post tests - was compared by testing
the following null hypothesis:
)
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H0 : There will be no significant difference

betwe~~

the subjects• performanca in dictation II in
the Pre and Post Test within the control group.

Results are included in Table VIII:

SE

n
PRE TEST
20

4 .42

t

critical level of
value
significance

3. 3606 -1.3153 < 2 .0930

0.05 p

POST TEST
Table VIII. The Results of the t -Test Showing the
Difference Between the Pre

T~st

Test in Dictation Two within the

and the Post
Cont~ol

Group.

As.can be seen in the above table the t -value is
t • -1.3153 <tt

= 2.0930

• Thus we fail to reject the nu11

hypothesis.

5.2.1.2.3. Subjects• Performanca in True./ False

I.n this phase subjects' performance in immediata
response situations was compared within the control
group test the fo11owing

n~11

hypothesis .was tested:
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H0 : There will be no significant difference
between the subjects' performanca in True
False in the Pre andPost 'rest within

1

th.e

Control Group.

Results are indicated in Table IX:

SE

n

t

critical level of
value. significance

2.5398

>2.0930

PRE TEST
POST TEST

20

10.50

4.1343

0.05 p

Table IX. The Results of t - Test showing the Difference
Between the Pre Test and the Post Test in
True 1 False within the control Group.
''<:'

Unlike tables 6 and 7Jtable 8 revealsa

significanıt

difference between the subjects• performanca in the Pre
and Post Tests with the t - value being t

= 2.5398)t~.

2.0930 • Consequently, we reject the null hypothesis.

5.2.1.2.4. Subjects Performanca in Recall

In order to see the difference in the subjects•
memory retention within three montha' time, the Pre ·
and Post Test results in recall test was compared to
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test the following null hypothesis:

H0 : There will be no significant difference
between the subjects• performance in Reqall
in the Pre and the post test wi thin the ,

:::;:: :_.

cont;rol group •
. '
Below are shown the results:

Table X. The Results of the T - Test Showing
Between the Pre Test and the Post

the-Differenc~

~est

in Recall

within the Control Group.

The t - value for table X is t

= 1.1432 (tt = 2.0930

which signalls no significant difference between the two
'tests within the control group. Thus, we fail to reject ·
the null hypothesis.

5 .2.2. Results of the Experimental Group

5.2.2.1. Subjects' Overall Performanca in the Pre and.
Post Tests
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In order to determine if the experimental group
subjecta' overall

performanc~

in the pre and post

tes~s

has changed or not during the three months' time, a
within group comarison was made. The following null
hypothesis was tested:

H0 : There will be no significant difference between
the subjects' overall performanca in the pre

~

'i

1

and the post test within the experirnental
group.
Results are as follows:

'.

SE

n

t

critical lev~l of
value · significance

PRE TEST
POST TEST

20

11.65

1.7987

6.4767) 2.0930'

o.os

"'

p

Table XI. The results of the t -test showing the
Difference in overall performanca of the
subjects in the Pre and Post

Tests~

The t - value for table XI which is t
tt

= 2.0930

= 6.4767)

shows a significant difference in overall

performanca of the subjects in the Pre and Post Tests.
Consequently , we reject the null hypothesis.

•
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5.2.2.2. Subjects' Performance in Each Test Type in the
Pre and Post Test

The results taken from each test type both in
the pr' test and the post test were compared within
the experimental group in order to determine if the
duration of exposure to the target lar.guage influence /
contribute the subjects' performanca in each situation.

5.2.2.2.1~

Subjects' Performanca in Dictation I

To compare the experimental group subjects ability
to cope with a listening task that involves a tape, the
below stated null hypothesis was tested:

H

0

:

There will be no significant difference

~

between the subjects' performanca in
1

Dictation I in the pre and post tests within
the experimental group.
Results are shown in Table XII:

SE

n
PRE TEST
POST TEST

20

13'.09

ı

.95

t

6.6917

critical level o!
value
significance

>2.0930

0.05 p
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Table XII. The Results of the t -Test Showing the
Diff~rence

Between the Pre Test and the Post

Test in Dictation One within the Experimental
Group.

The t - value which is t

= 6.6917 )tt = 2.0930

shows that there is a significant difference between
the results of the two tests. Thus, we reject the null
hypothesis.

5.2.2.2.2. Subjects• Performanca in Dictation II

Performanca of the expermental group subjects in
a face - to - face listening test - which was
,·

~~volved

in both the pre and post tests - was compared to

test

the following null hypothesis:

H0 : There

wil~

be no significant difference

between the subjects.• performanca in dictation
II in the pre and post tests'within the
experimental group.
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Results are included in Table XIII:

SE

n

PRE TEST

20

21.47

2.45

t

critical level of
value
significance

8.7583 )2.0930

0.05 p

POST TEST
Table XIII. The Results of the t -Test Showing the
Difference Between the Pre Test and the Post
Test in Diotation Two within the Experimental
Group.

Table XII where the t - value is shown as t •
. 8.7583)tt

z

2.0930 shows a significant difference

between the performance in dictation two in the Pre Test
and in the Post Test. This finding rejects the null
hypothesis stated above.

5.2.2.2.3~ Subj~?ts'

Performanca in True / False

In this test subjects' performanca in immediate
response situations was compared within the experimental
group and the below stated·null hypothesis was tested:
1

H0 : There will be no significant difference
'
between the subjects• performance
in True

1

.

."

~

'
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False in the pre and the post test within the
experimental group.

Results are indicated in table XIV:

t

SE

n

critical level of
value
significance

PRE TEST
20

9.50

4.19

2.2633) 2.D_930-

0.05 p

POST TEST

Table XIV. The Results· of the t - Test Showing the
Difference Between the Pre Test and the Post
Test in True

False within the E.xperimental

Group.

Table XIV , in which the t

value is t

= 2.:2633)

tt =2.0930, reveals that there is a significant
difference within the Expermental Group between
prior and post performance in the same test
t~e t~~·

...'>

-- -

the~r

namely

/ false test. Thus, we reject the null

hypothesis.

5.2 .2 .2 .4. Subjects' Perfor.mance in Recall

In order to see the difference in the subjects'
memory retention within three months' time, the pre and
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post

t~st

results in recall test was compared to test

the following hypothesis:

H0 :

There will be no significant difference
between the subjects• performanca in recall
in the pre and post tests within the
experimental group.

Below are shown the re.sul ts:

SE

n

t

PRE TEST
20

2.49

3.87

o •. 6435

critical level of
value
significance

< 2.0930

0.05 p

POST. TEST
Table

xv~

The Results of the t - Test Showing the

,,

Difference Between the Pre Test and the Post
Test in Recall within the Experimental Group.

In contrast with the results obtained from tablee
ll , 12 and 13 , table 14 , which shows the t - value
as t = 0.6435 <tt

a

2.0930 , does not indicate a

signi!icant difference between the performance of the
experimental subjecta in Recaal seetion of the Pre and
Post Teats. For that reason we fail to reject the null
hypothesis.
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~3.

Comparison of the Post Test Results between the
Control Group and the Experimental Group

Performanca of the control group and the
experimental group subjects in the Post Test

was

compared in order to determine if the difference betweeri
the two groups is significant or not.

5 .3.1.

Subject~'

Overall Performanca in the Post Test

The overall performanca of the control group an4
the experimental group subjects in the post test as a
whole was compared to test

the following null

hypothesis:

H0 : There will be no significant difference
between the overall performanca of

the

control group and the experimental group in
the post test.
Table XVI includes the results:

n

CONTROL GROUP
EXPERIMENT AL
GROUP

20
20

X

58.95
66~89

SD

t

critical level of
value significance

7.82
· . . 2.087 4 >2 .o2i1
7.40

0.05 p
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Table XVI. The Results of the t - Test showing

the

Difference Between the Control proup and the
Experimental Group in their overall performanca
'in the Post Test.

The t -value for table XV which is t
tt

= 2.0211

= 2.0874)

shows that the difference between the

..•

, ,

.

•'

(

performanca of the two groups is significant. Thus, we
reject the null hypothesis stated above.

5 .3.2. ·Subjects' Performanca in Each Test Type
Individually

The results obtained from each test type in the
post test were comparedin order to·see how

the

subjects did perform iri different situations.

5 .3.2.1. Subjects' Performanca in Dictation I

In order to determine the significancy of the
difference

between the two groups in a listening task.

that involves a tape the following null hypothesis was
tested:

H0 : There will be no significant difference
between the control group and the

.. :...·.,

. ' ~- t ·. : ,. '..

....

.,

'ı·,
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experimental group in Dictation I in

the

post test.

Results. are, disp.layed in table XVII:

n
.CONTROL GROUP

)(;·

20 ' 44.27

SD

t

critical level of
value significance

8.2
2 .8417 ) 2.0211

EXPERIMENT AL
GROUP

20

56.66

0.05 p

7.20

Tabla XVII. The results of the t -.Test Showing
\

the

Difference between the Control Group and
the Experimental Group in Dictation one

in

the Post Test.
·li

The above table showing the t - value as
t ::: 2 .8417 ) tt = 2.0211 indi ca tes that the re is a
significant difference between the Control Group and
the Experimental Group in Dictation one in the Past
Test. Thus, we reject the null bypothesis.

5.3.2.2. Subjects• Performanca in Dictation II

In order to determine if there is a significant
difference between the two groups in coping with

_,.,..

,•·· '.

'

a
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face - to - face listening task the below null
hypothesis was teste.d:

H0 : There will be no significant difference
Eetween the control group and the
experimental group in Di .tation II in the
post test.

Results obtained are stated in Table XVIII:

n

CONTROL GROUP
EXPERIMENT AL
GROUP

20

X

62.20

· SD

t

8.08
6. 7250

20

87.12

critical level of
value
significance

>2 .0211

0.05 p

5.53

..
Table XVIII. The Results of the t - Test showing

the

Difference Between the Control Group

~nd

the Experimental Group in Dictation Two in
the Post Test.

Table 17 where the t -value is:shown as.
t • 6. 7250) tt = 2.0211. shows a significant difference
between the performance of the two groups in dictation
two in the Post Test. This finding rejects the
ı

hypothesis.

Null
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5 .3.2.3. Subjects' Performanca in True False Test
1

In this phase subjects' performanca in immediata
response situations was compared to determine if the
two groups vary significantly from one another. The
following null hypothesis was

te~ted:

H0 : There will be no significant difference
between the control group and the experimental
group in true 1 false in the post test.

In Table XIX are shown the results:

n.

CONTROL GROUP
EXPERIMENT AL
GROUP

20

X

SD

72.50

7.83

t

1.4 364
20

78.50

critical level of
value
signif{cance

<2 .0211

0.05 p

7.30

Tab1e XIX. The Results of the t - Test Showing the
Difference Between the Control Group and the
Experimental Group in True 1 Fa1se in the
Post Test.

Different from the findings shown in tables 16
and 17 , Tabla 18 does not revea1 a significant

--

·····-
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difference between the two groups with the t - value
be ing t

= 1.4364 <tt = 2.0211

reject the null

• Accordingly we fail

to · · , ···

hypothe~is.

5.3.2.4. Subjects• Performanca in Recall Test

Finally, in order to compare the subjects• memory
retention the below stated null hypothesis was tested:

H0 : There will be no significant difference between
the control group and the experimental group
in Recall in the post test.

Results are put on table XX:

n

CONTROL GROUP

20

X

SD

46~64

9.94'

t

critical level of~
value significance

-0.1991 <2 .0211

EXPERIMENT AL
GROUP

20

0.05 p

44.96 11.46

Table XX~ The Results of the t - Test Showing-the.
'

'

.:. :pifference--Between the Cohtrôl· (}roup

~~d

:the

Experimental Group in Recall in the Post Test.
Ide:q.tical to the finding in Table 18

' Table

19 ,

which shows the t - value as t • -0.1991 (tt = 2.0211, ·'
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does not indicate a·significant difference between the
two groups. Thua, we fail to reject the null hypotheais.

5.4. Comparison of the Independent Test Results Between
the Control Group and the Experimental Group

5 .4.1. Subjects' Overall Performanca in the Independent
Test

As was the case with the pre and post testa, the
subjects' overall performanca in all test types of the
independent test as a whole was compared to test the
following hypoth,esis:

H0 : There will be no significant difference
between the overall performanca of the control
group and the experimental group in :the
independent test.

In table- XXI are .. prese.nt·ed the resul ts:

n
CONTROL GROUP
EXPERirlfENTAL
GROUP

20

x.

SD

37.98

7.09
..

20

49.39

9.09

t

critical levei of
value significance
'

2.3220 >ı .6839

0.05 p
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Table XXI. The Results or the t -Test Showing the
Difference Between the overall performanca of
the Control Group and the Experimental Group
in the Independent Test.

Findings stated in table XXI suggest that th~re
is a significant difference between the overall
performanca of the two groups in the Independent Test.
The t - value is t -= 2.3220 >tt

= 1.6839.

5.4.2. Subjects' Performanca in Each Test Type
Individually
/

Results obtained from each test type in the
independent test were compared in order to determine
how the subjects did perform in different situations.

:5 .2.2.1.

Subjects• Performanca in Dictation III
('

To test the following null hypothesis , the
. subjects' reaction to an Irish speaker in a face - to face situation was compared:

H0 : There will be no significant difference
between the control group and the experimental
group in Dictation III in the independent test.
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The following results were found:

n

CONTROL GROUP
EXPERIMENT AL
GROUP

20

X

SD

44.48

7.67

t

critical level of
value ai~nific~nce

.ı .7751 >ı .6839
20

54.24

0~05

p

9.45

Table XXII. The Results of the t -Test Showing the
Difference Between the Experimental Group
and the control Group in dictatin III of
the Independent Test.

The t - value for Table XXII - which is
t

= 1.7751)tt = 1.6839

illustratea a significant

difference between the two groups rejecting the

nu ll

'·~:

hy;pothesis.

5 .2.2.2. Subjects' Performanca in Dictation IV
1'

The experimental group and the control

group

subjects reaction to an American speaker in a face to - face situation was compared to test the following
n~ll

hypothesis:

H0 : There will be no significant difference
between the control and the experimental
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group in dietatian IV in. the independent

test~

1 i

Th~

following results were obtained:

Table XXIII. The Results of the t - test Showing the
Difference Between the Experimental Grop
and the Control Group in Dietatian IV of
the Independent Test.

As can be seen from the above table, we
. '

rej,ct-~

the null. hypothesis since the t - value is t ~ 1.7572)
tt= 1.6839.

5 .2.2.3. Subjects' Performanca in the TOEFL Listening

Test

At this very final step subjects were given

a

standardized test, and the following hypothesis was
tested:

...... ·
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H0 : There-will be no significant difference

•

between the control group and the experimental
•

group in TOEFL test in independent test.

Results are included in Table XXIV:

n

CONTROL GROUP
EXPERIMENT AL
GROUP

-

SD

X

20 , 27 .00

t

critical level of
value
significance

7 .22.
2.8962 >ı .6839

20

41.50

0.05 p

9.08

Table XXIV. The Results of the t - Test Showing the
Difference Between the Experimental Group
and the Control Group in TOEFL test of the
Independent Test.

Table XXIV in which the t - value is indicated
as t

= 2.8962)tt = 1.6839

shows a significant

difference between the performanca of the two-groups in·
TOEFL Test.

CHAPTER VI

DISCUSSION AND SUGGESTIONS
6.1. Discussion
The listening

performanc~

of the control group

and the experimental group subjects was compared regarding
their avarage scores· taken from all test types in each
testing session, and their soores obtained from individual
test types.

To start with, the subjects of both groups who
were at the beginning of their university program were
given a

~re

test in order to determine their performanca

in listening comprehension. This was a prerequisite to
avoid hav:ing non - homogeneous groups at the beginning.
When the overall performanca of the control group and
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the experimental group in the pre test was compared,it
was found that the difference between the two groups
in understanding the spoken word was not significant
(Table I). This indicates that the two groups were
compatible at the very baginning in terme of their
proficiency in listening comprehension.

On order to verify and alsa to find out if there
were any deviations from the overall performanca scores,
the subjects' performanca in each individual test type
of

t~e

pre test was compared. Both the control and the

experimental subjects performed almost equally in
dietatian I , dietatian II , true / false and recall
tests. (Tables II , III , IV , V). As it was explained
in chapter four each test type was to check a different
-~

type of listening skill. Listening from a tape and from·
a teacher 1n a tace to face:listening situation were
the aim of dietatian I and dietatian II respectively
while the true false test required immediata response
and the recall memory retention. Since the t - soores
compared between these tests showed no significant
difference, it is not wrong to assuma that both the
experimental and the control group could not, at the
initi.al level, show any naticeable performanca an these
listening skills.
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Within three months' time the subjects who were
geared solely to English language training were given
the same test in order to find out the difference a three - month exposure to the language being learned.
would make-on the students' performanca in listening
comprehension.

·The overall t - values of the post test soores
betwe~n

the control and the experimental group was

compared. This between group comparison indicated
a significant impovement in favor of the
group. (Table

XVI~')

quit~

e~perimental

This resul t shows that the

subje~ts

of the experirnental group improved their llstening '
compreh~nsion

far better than the subjects of the control

group.

In order to find out whether the individual test
soores were in accordanca with the overall scores, each
t - value for the different test types were also compared.
(Tables XVII , XVIII , XIX , XX). The initial belief
that all individual soores would improve for

the

experimental group was soon disproved by this between
group comparison. While the t - values of the dictation
I and dictation II showed significant improvement; the
true / false and recall test t - values in comparison
was non- significant. This global observation gives
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the impression that the improvement seen in the
experimental group ste,mmed from the. am9ioration in the
dictation I and dictation II tests since there was no
significant difference for the other two.

,.

''

The comparison made in all accounts of.the pretest and the post test showed results in favor of'the
experimental group.

However, this by no means indicate

that there was no improvement in the listening
compreheneion of the students in the control group. In
order to

clar~fy

the uncertainity, within group

calculations of the pre and post tests were conducted
for both groups. As expected, for the experimental
group the overall comparison between the two tests .,.
showed significant difference,. thus,' verifying that.

~he

experimental group indeed improved in listening (Table· VI).

The same type ?f within group compari§on was
conducted for each individual test

type~

With

theexcepti~n

of the reoall test, again all t - values
were in favor of the experimental group. (Tables, XII,
XIII , XIV , XV)j

As for the control group, eventhough the initial
expectation were for an improvement between the pre and
the post test, results

how~ver

revealed no significant

)
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difference (Table VII , VIII , XIX , X )

When the soores for each type was compared the
only significant impovement in the post test was observed
in the true / false test while the soores for the rest
remained

almost identical to the ones of the pre - test~

These between group and within group comparisons,
when considered padagogical point of view,

p~esents

certain intere st ing points. Unlike th~ :·ini tiai beli~f
that the duration of exposure to the target language
would improve the listening ability, the findings show
that this was true only for the experimental group
while time seemed to remain an uneffective factor for
the control group.

A similar belief was formed concerning the
speaker. It was thought that being familiar to the
speaker would make listening comprehension better. To
test this, dictation II was given by a teacher to whom
they were exposed to at all times during these three
mont:hs. Eventhough both the control an the experimental
groups were subjected to the simiJar test, the familiarity
with the teacher only seemed to be effective for the
experimental group.
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One other interesting outcome was resulted from
the comparisian of the true 1 false scores. Eventhough
there was no significant improvement on any levei in
the control group, the scores for this particular test
created a significant difference. This unlikely result
brings the conclusion
that in a true 1 false test the
i
chanc.e factor must als o be taken in to account. Therefore,
for future studies,·the validity of true 1 false tests
should be reconsidered.

The recall test was the only type of listening
test where there seemed to be no impovements. This might
stern from the fact that the skill requ;ired for a recall
test is more difficult to develop than the skill required
for a

dict~tion

or a true . 1 \false test. True enough,·

when the cognitive requirements of these tests

are

compared one notable difference is the memory span

that~

they require. While a short term memory is good for a
dietatian or a true . 1 false exercise, a recall test
requires langer memory spans.

This

~mplies

that after a - three - month training

in the target language long term memory has not yet been formed.

Besides the pre and the post test, independent
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tests were given at the same time on the post test which
consisted· of two dictations and a standardized TDEFL
listening test. The.dictations were delivered by an
Irish speaker of English and an
the southern

u~s.

English speaker from

Both apeakers were not encountere4 by

the students in each
group. That is to say, the atudents
ı
wete totaly unfamiliar with the speakers. Results reveal
that the experimental

grou~

scored higher

~han

the.

control group scored higher than the control group on
both dietatian tests (Tables XXII , XXII). The aubjects

of

the experimental group were also significantly

successful in the standardized TOEFL test as well (Table
XXIV). Accordingly, when the overall seeres were compared,
re su ı ts were again in favor of the experimental. ,grouı;ı •

..
These findings suggest that the experimental
group who had face - to - face instructions from native
speakers of English speaking with different accents were
better equiped to handle an unfamaliar accent wherea..s:. ,
the control group lacking in similar classroom

trai~ing

could not perform so well.

The overall succeas of the

e~perimental

group

was also substantiated by the better performanca they
have shownin the standardized TOEFL test.
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n What

made the experimental group more suçcessful ?n
'

Is the question that comes to mind after all the test
soores are compared. When the varience of condition
between these groups are compared, the exposure to native
accents and a specific 4-hour- course. designed for
listening comprehension seem to be the only notable
'

'

ı

difference. This observation emphasizes the significance
of a direct classroom training in listening
It seams that

i~

comprehe~sion.

such a course studenta are trained to

listen whereas in a general English course the students
do not really learn to listen since the emphasis is
multi - faced - • Their listening skills may improve
as a s ide effect of the. course. Resul ts als o show that
exposure to a va~iety of·native accents facilitate /
contribute understanding the spoken language.

6.2.·: Suggestions for Further Study.·

ı.

the.

sam~:

Li~tening

etyle.

materials uaed in this study were at

~Alte:ı:natj.vely

a similar

st~dy

can be

carried out using listening materials at different styles~
2. In order to further verify the resul ts of the'.
present stud'Y number of test items and subjects can be
increased.

3. Since the true - false and Recall test types
did not revea ı cons i aten t results the validy of that type
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of

questions for testing listening comprehension need

be tested through a further

•

expe~iment.

4. Usually, the listepera ar.e b et ter equiped

to

handle mataral which is in their line of interest or on
a subject in which they one fami.liar w;i. th. This also needs
to be observed by a further study.

5. A methodological study which searchs for different
teachniques leading to a more succesful and effir:ient
listening can be carried out.

.1.'··
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APPANDIX A - PRE TEST AND POST TEST

LISTEN
I ; TRUE/FALSE
ı.

Bobby Lane was struck by·a car.

2. The accident happened in the morning.

3. The driver of the car didn't stop.

4. Bobby ran in front of the car.

5. Witnesses saw the accident.
6. Bobby was riding his bicycle.
7. The police found Bobby Iying in the street.
8. Mr. Osborne waited for the police and arnbulanca
to arrive.

9. Bobby was taken home in an ambulance.
10. The police did not charge Osborne.

II. RECALL: Answer the following questions based on
what you rernembe+.

· 1. When was Bobby. Lane struck by a c ar~?
i

2. Why didn't Ralph Osborne have time to stop?
'
3~

How did witnesses deseribe the accident?

4~

Where did Officer Milhaus find Boby?

5. What was Boby's condition?
6. Where was Bobby taken?

\
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III. DIGTATION I

IV. DICTATION II
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APPANDIX B - INDEPENDENT LlSTENING TEST
I. DICTATION III

II. DICTATION IV
.,
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PART A

III.
ı.

(A) Go directly to 'the post office when class is over.
(B)

Le~'s

first straighten up the classroom and then

go to the post

offi~e.

(C) That's the most direct way to the past office
from our class.
(D) The post office is straight ahead o! the classroom
building.
2. (A) I don•t think that algebra is hard.
(B) I like algebra better than geometry.
(C) Geometry isn't difficult for me.
(D) Geometry is easier for me than algebra.
3. (A) Greg believed he could do it alone.
(B) Greg thought he'd cut. himself.

(C)

Greg thought he was selfish •
...
(D) Greg alone believed it could be done.

4. (A) After it rained, he washed his car.
(B) He was unable to wash his car because it was
raini,ng. ·
(C) It began to rain right after he washed his car.
(D) He had to finish washing his car in the rain.
5. (A) Don•t make noise in the kitchen.
(B) You may not cook here.
(C) They were quiet when they ate.
(D) These are hornemade cookies.
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6. (A) You should call Margaret aoon.
(B) Margaret will be better later on.
(C) It'a too late to call on Margaret now.

(D) Margaret.ia the best person to tell.

7. (A) I;Ie never walks to the library at night.
(B) There is only ane librarian here at night.
(C) The library is the only place to study.

(D) He never works in the library in the daytime.
8. (A) How was your dinner?
(B) Please have dinner with us.

(C) We had dinner together.

(D) Will there be

~our

of us for dinner?

9. (A) Jerry dislikes the clothes he has.
(B) Jerry doesn•t like doing his laundry.

(C) Jerry hates to take showers.
.,~

(D) 'Jerry• s clothes don• t need ironing.
10. (A) Debbie checked with her son•s doctor.
(B) Debbie se nt her son for a checkup.

(C) 'Debbie pa id her aon•s doctor.

(D) Debbie wrote a note to the doctor's son.

PART B
ll. (A) In a department store.
(B) In a bank.

-

(C) At a tourist bureau.

(D) At a hotel.
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12. (A) Eat before seeing the movie.
(B) See the

mov~e

immediately.

(C) Get the first theater seat.
(D) Stay in town for a while.
lö. (A) The winter has just begun.
(B) Once it starts, it'll snow a lot.
(C) They're ready for the snow.
(D) It has been snowing for some time.
14. (A) Traveling a lot.
(B) Getting a lot of exercise.
(C) Working too hard.
(D) Waiting for the train.
15. (A) He can•t find his new·huilding.
(B) He had a bigger apartment before.
(C) He•s not accustomed to the large building.
·':t

(D) He's having a hard time finding an apartment.
16. (A) Find the trouble.
(B) Carry the' parts outside.
(C) Practice working together •

.

(D) Wollow the.directions.
17. (A) He fixes·bicycles
(B) He raises sheep.
(C) He selle chairs.
(D) He's gardener.
18. (A) It doesn't matter which color-the man chooses.
(B) It's difficult decision.
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(C) She doesn't like either color.

(D) The man should choose a different room.
19. (A) She'd like the store to send it to her.
(B) It will arrive next week.
(C) It must be wrapped quickly.
(D) She'll take it with her to save trouble.
20. (A) They want to go downtown.
(B) He wants to go to the park, but she doesn't.
(C) He doesn•t know where to park the car.
(D) He wants to find out the locaiton of the park.
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APANDIX C - SCRIPT FOR PRE AND POST TESTS
I. TRUE/FALSE AND RECAL
Janesport, Aug. 15
The po1ice reported that yeaterday at about four
o'clock in the a1ternon, Bobby;Lage, age 12, was struck
by a car near the intersection. of Poplar and Chestnut
S~reets. R~lph Osborne, the driver of the car, said
that Bobby sudden1y ran in front of his car and he didn't
have time to.stop.
Witnesses of the accident said that young Lane was
chasing a ba11, darted out into the street, and ran.into
the ieft front fender of the Osborne station wagon.
Office Mulhaus, who investigated the acciderit, found
the boy Iying in the street in front of the car and
Osborne anxious1y standing by, waiting for the police
and arnbulanca to arrive. Office Milhaus said that the
boy was still conspious but dazed. He did not think·
that the boy was seriously inijured. The boy was taken".
by ambulance to Mercy Hospital where his condition was
reported as· good.
Osborne was not charged by the police.
;

II. DICTATION I
The Warren family has gathered around the piano tonight
to aing song and enjoy an evening of family fun. They
have a family aing-along near1y eyery month. They enjoy
singing.
Uaually, Mr. Warren plays the piano. Mra. Warren singa
soprano and the children Kenneth and Carrie, join in
enthusiastically.
Kenneth hopea to study music aa·a career. He's 12 years
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old now, but he already plays. the piano and clarinet
quite well.
Carrie, who is 10, wants to. be an airplane pilot.
She also knows how to play the piano, but.she doesn•t
like to practice every day, aa her roother insists.
Mr. Warren i~ an engineer and mu sic is his hobbyı.
The Warren family is a happy one. They enjoy doing
things together.
III. DICTATION II
"We ne~d some milk and bread," Carl's wife said.
"Can you go to the st~re for me?' Carl replied: Sure
thing. I'm on my.way."
He left the house, ·got into his'car, and started down
the street when he suddenly remembered that he had left
his billfold at home. He didn't have any money. So ·he
turned around and went back. His wife met him at the
door and ailently handed him his billfold. She had seen
it iying on the table.
When he got to .the store, Carl got out of the car arid
tried the door. It was locked. At first Carl was a little
annoyed. Then he saw the sign: CLOSED TEMPORARILY DUE
TO DEATHIN THE FAMILY.
He got back in the car and went to find a store that
was open.
.•

•

<.

.y<.
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APPANDIX D - SCRIPT FOR THE INDEPENDENT TEST
I. DICTATION III
After Monica left the office, she hurried down to
the porking garage where her car was parked. As she
searched in her purse for her c ar key_s, she suddenly
remembered'that she had forgotten to lock the files
where confidential reporta were kept. She knew that if
her boss Mr. Henry found out that she had not locked
the files, she could be fired.
She turned and hurried back inside, waited impatiently
for the elevator, and was glad that the trip to the
seventh floor went .without delay.
As she hurried down the now dimly lit hall toward
the offices of The Henry Company, she noticed that there
was a light in Mr. Henry•s office.
"Strange ~" she thought to hereelf, "I' m sure I turned
all the lights out."
Then she saw it. A man's shadow fell briefly across
the glass of the door of the office and the lights went
out.
"Oh, no," she murmired to herself, her heart rising
in her throat. "It must be a thief. What shall I do?
II. DICTATION IV
Mary Lee had not heard from her mother in over a
month and she was worried. Normal-Iy, her mother wrote
her every week or so, but more than four weeks had passed
and there was no latter ·from home.
"Not that I'm afraid that anything serious has
happened, 11 Mary Lee thought to herself, "but I like. to
be sure that everything is all right at home. After all,
Mother is getting along in years and I'm her only ·
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daughter." (Mary Lee's father had died five years ago
and her roother lived'alone, although her, two older
brothers lived in the same town.)
Mary Lee decided.that the only to do was to call home
that evening, after she got off from work. Her budget .
was a little tight this month because of high utility
bills, but she felt that she could afford a 10-minute
call home.
"After all, it's mearly 2,000:riıilesi.home;.and .a'loP.,g
distance phone cali is a lot cheaper than air faret
I' ll do it !,,,I"ll· call home tonight: when long distance
rates are iower," she mur-mured ·to herself.
('

.,

'

1

III • TOEFL-~. LlSTENING TEST
PART A
Directions: For each question in Port A, you will hear
a short sentence. Each sentence will be spokenjust one
time. The sentencas you hear will not be written out
for you. Therefore, you must listen carefilly to
understand what the speaker s~ys.
After you hear a aentence, read the four choices in·
your test book, marked (A), (B), (C), and (D), and
~
decide which one is closest in meaning to the sentence.
you heard. ~hen, on your answer sheet, firid the number
of the question and fill in the space that corresponds
to the letter of the answer you have chosen. Fill in
the space so that the letter inside the oval cannot be
seen.
Instructions
1.
2.
3.
4.

After class go straight to the post office.
Geometry is hard for me but algebra is karder.
Greg thought he could do it himself.
No soaner had he finished washing his car then it
started to rain.
5. Cooking is not allowed in this dormitory.
6. You'd better call Margaret before it gets.too ıate.
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1.
8.
9.
10.

He works in the library only at night.
How about joining us for dinner.
Jerry hates washing and iraning his own clothes.
Debby wrote a chect wor her son's doctor bill.
PART B

Directions: In Part B you will hear short conversations
between two speakers. At the end of eac.h conversation,
·a third person w'ill ask a question about what was said.
You will hear each conversation and question about it
just one time. Therefore, you must listen carefully to
understand what each speaker says. After you hear a
conversation and the question about it, read the four
possible answers in your test book and decide which ~
is the best answer to.the question you heard. Then, on
your answer sheet, find the number of the question and
fill in the space that cor~esponds to the letter of
answer you have chosen.
ll.

"Good~

morning, may I help youn
"Yes. I'd like to cash theae travellers' chequea
first.and then open a savings _ account"
Question: Where doea this conversation probably
take place?
12. "We really must go to the new movie in town."
"Let•s eat first."
Question: What does the man want to do?
13. "I think·it's starting ~o snow"
. "Starting to snow-The groud's already Covered."
Question: What does ·the woman mean?
14. "John seems to have lost a lot of weight recently."
"Yes. He's been training hard with the soccer team."
Question: What has John been doing?
15. "How do you find your new. apartment?
"Well, it's quite nice really although I'm having
a hard time getting used to such a big building."
Question: What' s the man' s problem?
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16. "Have you ever put one of the se toge.ther before ?''
"No, never."
"But I think if we carry out these instruct;i,ons
exact1y, we won•t have any trouble."
Question: What is it ±mportant for them to do·?
17. "The front tyre is flat and the seat needs to be
raised."
"Why not take it to Mr. Smith?''
Question: What kind of work does Mr. Smith
probab1y do?
18. "I haven't decided which co1or to paint my room,
white or yellow."
"Isn't easy to choose, is it?
Question: What does the woman mean?
19. "If you'd like to take the package with you M!ss ,
it won't take long to wrop."
"There·is no rush. Could you please have it.delivered
. this week?"
Question: What does the woman mean~
20. "The map shows that this street goes down town." ,
11 Yes, but what we want to know is how to get to the
park."
Question: What does the man mean?
. 1
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APPENDIX E - DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES
CONTROL GROUP (PRE TEST)
Number
bf
Subjects
ı

2
3
4
5
6
7.
8
y

lO
ll

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Dıctation

52.6
30.3'
49.4
62.1
57.3
44.6
35.9
76.4
42.3
54~2

28.0
54.2
4],.5
38.3
53.4
24.0
17.6
43.0
42.3
18.4

I

Dıctation

68.5
72.1
70.6
96.9
82.3
69.9
34.1
·~9.9

88.2
88.2
48.7
93.3
80.1
80.9
78.7
44.4
37.8
55.3
48.7
23.9

II

True/False

..

90
20
90
~o

80
70
50
70
30
80
50
80
60
50
70
50
80
70
50
40
J

Re c all

66.6
33.3
66.6
50
50
50
33.3
83~3

-066.6
50
50
33.3
33.3
50 .,
-033.3
66.6
33.3
33.3
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CONTROL GROUP (POST TEST)
Number
of
Subjects
ı

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
lO
ll
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Dıctation

59.5
40•4
63.4
46.8
61.).
30.1
25.3
71.4
36.5
55.5
44.4
53.1
38.8
51.5
57.1
20.6
18.2
43.6
47.5
20.6

I

Dıctation

67.8
61.3
84.6
70.8
89.7
52.5
33.5
78.1
56.2
58.3
56.2
72.2
70.0
63.5
83.9
50.0
46.7
53.2
56.2
39.4

II

True/False

90
80
70
80
80
80
80
80
70
100
80
70
70
60
70
50
80
70
50
40

Recall

50
50
83.3
66.6
50
50
33.3
83.3
-066~6

66.6
50
33.3
50
33.3
-033.3
66.6
33.3
33.3
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APPENDIX F - DISTRlBUTION OF SC ORES
"'

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP (PRE TEST)
Number
of
Subjeets
ı

2
3
4
5
6
7
'8

9
lO
ll
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Dietatian I
65.3
38.4
35.2
25.9
37.8
37.0
30.7
30.7
47.3
58.4
68.0
40.2
54~5

29 .• 9
63~2

24.3
62.4
27.5
50.5
44.2

Dietatian II
79.6
80.4
56.3
54.8
59.2
65.'0
35.1
62.1
78.2
84.7
89.8
61.4
81.8
54.1
73.8
65.0
89.8
38.7
62.1
51.2

True/False
100
50
90
60
80
·70
60
60
70
70 '

89
80
90
70
80
50
70
50
50
50

R~eall

'lQQ.·

16.6
33.3
33.3
33.3
16.6
16.6
-0-066.6
100
66.6
83.3
33~3

83.3
-083.3
33.3 '
33.3
16.6
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EXPERIMENTAL GROUP (POST TEST)
Number
of.
Subjects
l
2
3
4·
5
6
7
8
9
lO
ll
12
13
14
15
16
17
18 .·

19
20

Dictation I

74.6
38.8
61.1
50
53.9
50.7
41.2
50.7
61.1
59.5
71 •.4
42.8
73.8
59.5
64 .• 2
37.3
69.8
42.8
. 63.4
66.6

Dictation II

94.8
95.6
84.6
83.2
77.3
85.4
75.1
80.2
93.4
9.2. 7
98.5
81.0
94.1
85.4
95.6
78.1
95.6
83.9 .
89.0
89.0

True/False

90
80
60
60
70
80
70
80
70
70
90
70
70
100
1.00
80
100
80
80
70

Re c all

100
16.6
16.6
16.6
33.3
-0- .16.6
16.6
50
.83 .3
83.3
66.6
100
33.3 66.6
',16 .6
83.3
33.3
50
33.3
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APPENDIX G - DISTRIBUTION OF SOORES

CONTROL GROUP (INDEPENDENT TEST)
Number
of

Subjeets
ı

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
lO
ll
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Dietatian I
52.3
50.0
61.0
62.2
66.2
37.3
22.3
48.3
37.3
49.0
55.0
43.1
52.3
37.3
50.0
40.8
11.3
30.9
48.9
34.0

Dietatian II
56.4
55.6
56.4
64.5
69.9
38.1
26.7
52.1
35.9
46.1
29.4
40.2
38.6
45.1
53.7
21.3
27.8
42.9
42.9
17.5

True/False
25
15
40
45
30
20
20
30
-040
35
45
30
25
35
lO
25
30
30
10

..
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APPENDIX H - DISTRIBUTION OF SCQRES
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP (INDEPENDENT TEST)
Number
of·

Subjeets
ı

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
ll
12
13
;ı4

15
16
17
18
19
20

Dietatian I

85.9
61.4
39.6
54.7 .
42.5
35.6
32.7
37.9
73.7
50.0,
85.9
37.3
84.7
52.3
.
72.6,
31.0
90.5
37.9
40.1.
38.5

Dietatian II

78.3
60.5
35 .1·
55 .ı·
48 .• 1
32.9
40.5
40.5
65.9
34.5
84.3
30.2
88.1
54.0
70.2
36.7
82.1
33.5
41.6
37.8

True/False

85
35
20
60
30
20
25
35
40
35
70
30
75
45
60
20
45
30
35
35

•..
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